THE NEW JAGUAR XJ6

CUT-OUT MODEL!

Autocar presents for the first time a three-dimensional model of a brand new Jaguar, specially devised and drawn by Roy Castle with full co-operation from the makers. It is known as the Jaguar XJ6, and was fully described in Autocar last week, 26 September. Printed on special card, the model may be made up easily by following the instructions below. You will then have a splendid table-top representation of the XJ6, showing, outside and inside, the shape, colour and detail of this exciting new car making its first Motor Show appearance in Paris today. A brief specification of the XJ6 is printed on the inside of the bonnet (see back page of this inset).

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING MODEL: First cut out body with scissors or sharp knife. Slot along yellow lines. Fold cleanly along dotted lines and body sides and boot. Assemble body and wheels, glue together (use adhesive such as balsa cement). Fold rear seats, but do not glue. Fold dashboard. Cut side windows out of roof section. Position roof and glue. Assemble interior and glue into place inside body. Side door panels should cover tabs on roof pillars. Glue front panels (pedals etc.) into position behind dashboard. Glue steering wheel and rear seat into position. For best effect finally cut out windscreen and back window (take care not to cut driving mirror) and glue into position clear acetate.